Abstract. The paper deals with fluctuations of Kendall random walks, which are extremal Markov chains. We give the joint distribution of the first ascending ladder epoch and height over any level a ≥ 0 and distribution of maximum and minimum for these extremal Markovian sequences. We show that distribution of the first crossing time of level a ≥ 0 is a mixture of geometric and negative binomial distributions. The Williamson transform is the main tool for considered problems connected with the Kendall convolution.
Introduction
Addition of independent random variables and corresponding operation on their measures -convolution -is one of the most commonly occurring operations in probability theory and applications. Classical convolution is a special case of much more general operation called a generalized convolution. The origin of generalized convolutions can be found in delphic semigroups ( [9, 10, 18] ). Inspired by Kingman's study of spherical random walks ( [20] ), Urbanik introduced the notion of a generalized convolution for measures concentrated on a positive half-line in a series of papers [29] . This definition was extended to symmetrical measures on R by Jasiulis-Gołdyn in [12] . Generalized convolutions were explored with the use of regular variation ( [2, 3, 13] ) and were used to construct Lévy processes and stochastic integrals ( [4] , [28] ). In the theory of generalized convolutions, we create new mathematical objects that have potential in applications. It is enough to look at the case of the maximum convolution corresponding to extreme value theory ( [5] ). Currently, limit distribution for extremes, i.e. generalized extreme value distribution (Frechét, Gumbel, Weibull) is commonly used for modeling rainfall, floods, drought, cyclones, extreme air pollutants, etc. Random walks with respect to generalized convolutions form a class of extremal Markov chains (see [1, 4, 13] ). Studying them in the appropriate algebras will be a meaningful contribution to extreme value theory ( [5] ). Kendall random walks ( [11, 13] ), which are the main objects of investigations in this paper, are related to maximal processes (and thus maximum convolution), Pareto processes ( [8, 32] ) or pRARMAX processes ( [7] ). One of the differences lies in the fact that in this case values of the process are randomly multiplied by a heavy-tailed Pareto random variables, which results in even more extreme behavior than in the case of the classical maximum process. Generalized convolutions have connections with the theory of weakly stable measures ( [12, 17] ) and non-commutative probability ( [16] ). By the Williamson transform one can also find some connections with copula theory ( [24, 25] ).
Fluctuations of classical random walks and Lévy processes were widely described in literature (see e.g. [6, 27] ) and they are still the object of interest for scientists [19, 21, 23, 26, 22] . This paper is a continuation of research initiated in [15] . The main result of this paper is a description of fluctuations of random walks generated by a particular generalized convolutionthe Kendall convolution -in terms of the first ladder moment (epoch) and the first ladder height of the random walk over any level a ≥ 0. It turns out that the distribution of the first ladder moment is a mixture of three negative binomial distributions where coefficients and parameters depend on the unit step distribution. We also present distribution of maxima and minima for the Kendall random walks in terms of the Williamson transform and unit step cumulative distribution function. Description of the behavior of the extremes of the stochastic processes is an analogue of the Pollaczek-Khintchine equation from classical theory.
Organization of the paper: We begin Section 2 by recalling the Kendall convolution ( [11, 15] ), which is an example of generalized convolution in the sense defined by K. Urbanik [29] . This convolution is quite specific because the result of two point-mass probability measures is a convex linear combination of measure concentrated at one point and the Pareto distribution. Next, we present the definition and main properties of the Williamson transform ( [15, 31] ), which is analog of characteristic function in the Kendall convolution algebra. This transform is very easy to invert and allows us to get many results for extremal Markov sequences of the Kendall type. In the third section, we consider the first ascending ladder epoch over any level a ≥ 0 and prove that its distribution is a convex linear combination of geometrical and negative binomial distributions. Section 4 consists of two parts: the distribution of the first ladder height and the maximum and minimum distributions for studied stochastic processes.
Notation: The distribution of the random element X is denoted by L(X). For a probability measure λ and a ∈ R + the rescaling operator is given by T a λ = L(aX) if λ = L(X). By P we denote family of all probability measures on the Borel subsets of R, while by P s we denote symmetric probability measures on R. For abbreviation the set of all natural numbers including zero is denoted by N 0 . Additionally π 2α denotes a Pareto random measure with the density function π 2α (dy) = α|y| −2α−1 1 1 1 [1,∞) (|y|) dy. In general, by ν we denote symmetrization of a probability measure ν. In this paper, we usually consider symmetric probability measures assuming that ν ∈ P s .
We study positive and negative excursions for the Kendall random walk {X n : n ∈ N 0 } which is defined by the following construction: 
where θ n+1 and M n+1 are independent,
The Kendall random walk is extremal Markov chain with X 0 ≡ 0 and the transition probabilities
where measure ν ∈ P s is called the step distribution. Construction and some basic properties of this particular process are described in [4, 11, 13, 14] .
Williamson transform and Kendall convolution
The stochastic process considered here was constructed using the Kendall convolution defined in the following way:
Definition 2. Commutative and associative binary operation △ α : P 2 s → P s defined for discrete measures by
where M = max{|x|, |y|}, m = min{|x|, |y|}, ̺ = m/M , we call the Kendall convolution. The extension of △ α to the whole P s is given by
Notice that the operation △ α is a generalized convolution in the sense introduced by Urbanik (see [12, 29, 30] ) having the following properties:
, where → denotes the weak convergence;
The Kendall convolution is strictly connected with the Williamson transform, which plays similar role to characteristic function in the classical algebra. 
where a + = a if a 0 and a + = 0 otherwise.
For convenience we use the following notation:
The next lemma is almost evident and well known. It provides the inverse of the Williamson transform, which is surprisingly simple.
Lemma 1. The correspondence between measure ν ∈ P s and its Williamson transform is 1 − 1. Moreover, denoting by F the cumulative distribution function of ν, ν({0}) = 0, we have
except for the countable many t ∈ R.
For details of the proof of the above Lemma see [15] . As we mentioned above the Williamson transform ( [31] ) plays the same role for the Kendall convolution as the Fourier transform for the classical convolution (for proof see Proposition 2.2. in [15] ), i.e. Proposition 1. Let ν 1 , ν 2 ∈ P s be probability measures with Williamson transforms
The following fact is a simple consequence of Lemma 1 and Proposition 1.
Proposition 2. Let ν ∈ P. For each natural number n 2 the cumulative distribution function F n of measure ν △αn is equal
where
and
Proof. At the beginning, it is worth noting that
Then by Lemma 1 we arrive at the following formula:
for t > 0 and we also have
which ends the proof.
Example 2.2. For Kendall random walk with unit step distribution
It is evident that we have:
, then using Example 2.1 we arrive at:
The explicit formula for transition probabilities for Kendall random walks is given by:
Lemma 2. For all n ∈ N and x ≥ 0
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 in [15] we have
The transition probability can now be computed by replacing ν with ν △αn in the last formula.
In the following section, we will also need the formula for the integral
In order to find it, we first need to find the following truncated moment of order α.
Lemma 3. For all n ∈ N and a > 0
Proof. By Lemma 2 we have
Integrating by parts, we obtain
Now we can find the formula for 
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3 we have
from which we obtain the desired result by regrouping the terms and noticing that since t ≥ a,
because it is the Williamson transform of the Kendall convolution of two measures: δ y and ν.
Based on previous results, we will find closed-form formulas for two more important integrals. Let us define
In both of these expressions we integrate n times. First, we will find I(n, a, a) and II(n, a, a), which is much simpler than the general case and will be used in following calculations.
Lemma 5. For all n ≥ 1
Proof. First, let us notice that
by the definition of Williamson transform. By Lemma 1 we have
It follows that I(n, a, t) is geometric sequence with common ratio equal to G(a).
By Lemma 2 sequence II(n, a, a) solves the following recurrence equation.
On the other hand, we have
Using these results we can find the expression for I(n, a, t).
Theorem 1. The integral I(n, a, t) is given by
G(t) = 2G(a), for n ≥ 2 and by
For simplicity of notation, we will write C i for C i (a, t), i = 1, 2, 3.
Proof. First, by Lemma 4 we find that
By the same Lemma we have
Iterating this equation, we can see that
To check this equality, we find that
It is enough to find the two sums which we used in the above formula. Using simple algebra we find that
Combining these results ends the proof.
Now we can find the formula for II(n, a, t).
Theorem 2. The integral II(n, a, t) is given by
for n ≥ 2 and G(t) = 2G(a).
Proof. First, let us notice that G(t) > 0, since t > 0. By Lemma 2 and the definition of H(t) we have
By the same Lemma we find that
By iterating the above formula for II(n, a, t) we can see that
An argument similar to the one provided for I(n, a, t) convinces us that this expression solves the recurrence equation that defines II(n, a, t). It is sufficient to find closed form of the sum
.
A simple use of algebra ends the proof.
For both I(n, a, t) and II(n, a, t) we needed to assume that G(t) = 2G(a).
In case G(t) = 2G(a) it is easy to check that we have
Fluctuations of Kendall random walk
For any positive a we introduce the first hitting times of the half lines [a, ∞) and (−∞, a] for the random walk {X n : n ∈ N 0 }: 
We will now investigate the distribution of the random variable τ + a . First, we notice that
At the beginning, we will compute the value of the innermost integral. The result is given in the following lemma.
Lemma 8.
Proof.
by the symmetry of δ xn−1 △ α ν measure and by Lemma 2.
Iterating Lemma 4 n times we arrive at the tail distribution of τ − a :
Lemma 9.
Proof. Indeed
Since the inner integral is given by Lemma 8 by
and the second factor of the above expression is equal zero for x n > a, we see that
which ends the proof of the first formula because δ 0 △ α ν = ν. Moreover
i.e. distribution of τ − a has atom at 1 with mass F (a) and
for n ≥ 2. It exactly means that τ − a has geometrical distribution for n ≥ 2 with mass:
Now it is evident that distribution of τ Corollary 1.
Let τ + a denote the first ladder moment for the Kendall random walk, meaning that τ + a = inf{n ≥ 1 : X n > a}, where (X n ) is the Kendall random walk. In this section, we prove the first important result of this paper: formula for the probability distribution function of the random variable τ + a .
Theorem 3. For any a ≥ 0 and n ∈ N P(τ
It is easy to see that A(a) + B(a) + C(a) = 1. The distribution of τ + a is a convex combination of two geometric distributions, one with a probability of success equal to 1 2 , one with a probability of success equal to G(a) and a shifted negative binomial distribution with parameters 2 and G(a). Thus, it is a mixture of negative binomial distributions with coefficients that depend on the unit step distribution of the associated Kendall random walk both through its CDF and Williamson transform. Proof of this formula uses Markov property of the Kendall random walk. The probability distribution function of τ + a is expressed as an iterated integral with respect to the transition kernels. Results of consecutive integrations form a sequence. We will find its closed form to calculate P(τ
Proof. Since X n is a Markov process, we have
Using Lemma 2, we can compute the innermost integral
Now we can define a sequence (I j ), where I j denotes the result of the j-th integration. Let
Let us notice that I j is of the form
which is easy to verify by integrating this formula with respect to x n−j . This way we also obtain recurrence equations for A j , B j and C j sequences. We have
. It is easy to see that A j sequence is a geometric sequence. After plugging the formula for A j into the equations that define B j and C j and iterating the formulas for B j and C j , we arrive at the following solutions
We will check that these sequences satisfy our recurrence equations. For sequence
For sequence C j we have
Since ½(|x 0 | < a) = 1 and substituting x 0 = 0 implies Ψ x0 t = 1, we have proven the formula for the probability distribution function of τ + a , which can be seen after we group terms in formulas for sequences B j and C j .
Distribution of the first ladder height
In this section, we give the formula for the cumulative distribution function of the first ladder height over any level a ≥ 0. At the beginning let us look on a special case of the desired result in the case a = 0, which was proved in [15] . is given by
Notice that
Our goal in this section is to generalize this result for any level a ≥ 0 in the following way: is given by Φ a n (t) :
for n ≥ 2, t > a such that |G(t)| < 1 and expressions C 1 , C 2 , C 3 defined in Theorem 1. Moreover Φ a n (0) = 0. For n = 1 we have simply
Since G(0) = 0 and consequently H(0) = 0, it is easy to see that for a = 0 this expression simplifies to the expression given in Theorem 4. We also need the technical assumption that G(t) = 2G(a).
Proof. Let us introduce the notation
The innermost integral can be computed using Lemma 2. Then this probability can be expressed as
Substituting the expressions obtained in Theorems 1 and 2 for the terms I(n − 1, a, t), II(n − 1, a, t) I(n − 1, a, a) and II(n − 1, a, a) ends the proof.
We can now find the marginal distribution of the random variable X τ
Corollary 2. Cumulative distribution function of the random variable X τ + a is given by the following formula.
Again, it is easy to check that for a = 0 this expression simplifies to the expression given in Theorem 4.
4.1.
Maxima and minima of Kendall random walks. In this section we will prove an analog of Pollaczek-Khintchine formula. We will start with a lemma that describes the distribution of the maximum of n steps of a Kendall random walk.
Lemma 10. Let {X n : n ∈ N 0 } denote the Kendall random walk. Then the distribution of max 0≤i≤n X i is given by
= A(t)P(τ
(1 − G(t)) 2 nG(t)
n−1 +(B(t) + C(t)) G(t) 1 − G(t) G(t) n−1 (1 − G(t))
for functions A, B and C defined in Theorem 3 and t > 0.
Proof. It is sufficient to see that P( max 0≤i≤n X i ≤ t) = P(X 1 ≤ t, . . . , X n ≤ t) = P(X 1 ≤ t, . . . , X n ≤ t, X n+1 ≤ t) + P(X 1 ≤ t, . . . , X n ≤ t, X n+1 > t) = P(τ We define 
